
The freedom

of your own

business



COMMITMENT



Because at VIVRI® we are committed to your success, we 
have created a business system that is easy to implement 
and share.

Experience the freedom to grow without arbitrary limits 
and take control of your business life.



1o REASONS

Leader in VIVRI®

to be A liv™

1. Earn by helping others 
    achieve the best version of 
    themselves.

2. Take control of your financial 
    destiny.

3. Enjoy life your way.

4. Directly enjoy the results of 
    your effort.

5. Create your own team.

6. Unleash your inner 
    entrepreneur.

7. Build a legacy that 
    transcends generations.

8. Be part of a community 
    committed to health.

9. Turn your life into an 
    inspiration to others.

10. Promote social    
    responsibility with 
    VIVRI® Foundation.



A business that is easy to 
duplicate

The VIVRI® business model begins with 
the VIVRI® Challenge. 

After personally experiencing the VIVRI® 
Challenge and its great results, VIVRI® 
becomes a real and exciting business 
opportunity for you. As a LIV™ (Leader  
in VIVRI®), you invite others to join a 
Challenge, so the cycle repeats and 
easily duplicates.



VIVRI® & Me
is the plan that lets 
you earn by helping 
people achieve 
the best version of 
themselves.

The VIVRI® Challenge is the cornerstone of VIVRI® & Me, and your best way to develop new 
Customers and LIVs™. Each time you sell a Challenge or any of the Essential Nutrition 
System (ENS™) products, you earn a profit or “mark-up” of over 25% resulting from the 
difference between the retail price and the LIV™ price (please review the current price 
list to understand the specific profit margin of each product). Increase your profits by 
taking advantage of exciting bonuses that are published monthly by VIVRI® as additional 
incentives to motivate you and your team to earn more, and leverage the advantage of 
having your very own Internet store through your Replicated Website.

VIVRI® CHALLENGE

VIVRI® & Me begins with generous Smart Start compensations from the initial purchases 
of your new team members. Choose from the Smart Start categories that fit your needs 
and career goals. For complete information on actual Smart Start earnings, please review 
the VIVRI® & Me infographic brochure or the VIVRI® & Me Detailed Version, both found in 
your Virtual Office.

Main components of VIVRI® & Me

SMART START



“In today’s world 
you have a sea of   
possibilities at your 
fingertips. No matter 
who you are or where 
you live, you are one 
click away from your 
next conquest.”

- Daniel Chavez Saul

VIVRI® & Me allows you to receive a stream of income derived from biweekly volume 
generated by your entire team of active LIVs™. Your team is comprised of the first nine 
levels of your organization. Starting with a 10% commission on all volume generated on 
level 1, you are able to advance in rank to gain additional levels of pay with a 5% commission 
on all volume derived from levels 2 through 9. In addition, our plan offers Generational 
Royalties, Lifestyle Rewards and more. Please review the VIVRI® & Me infographic brochure 
or the VIVRI® & Me Detailed Version in your Virtual Office for the minimum requirements to 
advance in rank and the corresponding levels of earnings.

TEAM COMMISSIONS

VIVRI® distributes 12% of its worldwide commissionable sales volume (measured in 
Business Value) via three Global Pools: Power Teams (2%), Lifestyle Rewards (5%) and 
Diamond Hearts (5%). Qualify to win prizes such as trips, cars, cash and more.

VIVRI® LIFESTYLE

Founder & CEO VIVRI®





Getting started is easy, 
Follow three simple 
steps that will position 
you for growth.

“Mastery in life is achieved when 
practice and perseverance are 
sustained with passion; it is then that 
the real skill of a leader emerges.“ 

           - Daniel Chavez Saul
Founder & CEO VIVRI®



Option A:  Inviting people to the VIVRI® Challenge.
The first step in your LIV™ career is to invite your 
friends and family to experience the VIVRI® Challenge.

Option B: Inviting Leaders to your team.
After experiencing the Challenge, some of your 
guests will want to learn about the business 
opportunity.
The Smart Start commission compensates you 
for every Leader that you directly sign up to your 
VIVRI® team via their enrollment.

Option C: Leveraging Monthly Bonuses.
VIVRI® offers attractive bonuses in cash, luxury 
trips and other incentives. 

Tip: review which are the bonuses of each month and how 
to achieve them.

Be and share a real testimonial of a healthy 
lifestyle.
A real testimonial of a healthy lifestyle will turn 
you into a very strong magnet. We suggest that 
you: (1) achieve personal results through the 
VIVRI® Challenge, (2) constantly share your 
testimony with joy, honesty and passion, and (3) 
learn to explain the VIVRI® Essential Nutrition 
System and its benefits. We recommend 
that in addition to sharing your testimony in 
person, you share it via social media sites such 
as Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Pinterest, 
YouTube and others.*

Establish a strong Customer base.
An enduring business always has a solid 
Customer base. The follow-up and attention 
that you provide to your Customers is crucial 
to strengthening your business. Every time 
you host a VIVRI® Challenge, you have the 
opportunity to turn participants into long-term 
Customers. To achieve greater consistency and 
provide an additional benefit to your Customers, 
we encourage you to promote Autoship and 
the Preferred Customer Program. With 
Autoship, your Customers benefit from having 
consistency in their nutrition and you maintain 
a constant volume.

Develop a team of committed Leaders.
By working as a team you can multiply your 
results. To strengthen your team, we recommend 
that everyone you invite as a LIV™, first 

START YOUR LIV™ CAREER

step 1

SHARE AND INVITE

3 STEPS

TO TAKE OFF
step 2



participates in a VIVRI® Challenge to personally 
experience the benefits of the VIVRI® Essential 
Nutrition System. This way, your leaders will 
be committed to VIVRI®, not only because of its  
great business potential but also because of the 
effective healthy lifestyle platform it offers.

ACHIEVE YOUR GOALS

step 3

  YOUR 7-DAY GOALS

• Share your VIVRI® Challenge story in social 
media -preferably with photos.*

• Invite your friends and family to a VIVRI® 
Challenge, compiling “before” and “after” 
pictures.*

• Activate your Autoship to ensure that you 
qualify as active in all periods and receive all of 
the checks you may earn.

• Write down your contact list and define your 
initial economic goals.

• Familiarize yourself with VIVRI® events, 
promotions and leadership tools.

• Like/Follow VIVRI® on various social networks 
(Facebook, Twitter, Instagram).

  YOUR 3O-DAY GOALS

• Strengthen your VIVRI® testimonial and learn 
to share it with passion in person and through 
social networks.*

• Organize and host 1 to 4 VIVRI® Challenges of 

your own (or take guests to VIVRI® Challenges 
hosted by others in your city).

• Focus on helping people achieve a positive 
healthy lifestyle and results with the VIVRI® 
products they choose to use.

• Expand your contact list to include acquaintances 
in all countries where VIVRI® is active.

• Learn to enroll Customers and LIVs™ in Autoship 
upon completion of their first VIVRI® Challenge.

• Practice giving the VIVRI® Business Opportunity 
presentation and hosting VIVRI® Challenges.

• Master the VIVRI® tools including Virtual Office, 
Replicated Website and mobile applications.

• Reach the next rank in your VIVRI® leadership 
career.

• Leverage social media to promote your business.
   

       YOUR 9O-DAY GOALS

• Develop a strong testimonial of income 
generation.

• Create a work plan rich in VIVRI® Challenges, 
business presentations and trainings.

• Help LIVs™ on your team to develop their own 
work plans; mentor and support them to ensure 
they meet their own 7-day, 30-day and 90-day 
goals.

• Reach the next rank in your VIVRI® leadership 
career.

•Leverage social media to expand your business.

* Review the advertising guidelines in your Virtual Office.



CURRENT LANGUAGE



Millions of people communicate daily through social 
media and the number keeps growing.
Stay connected, share and help others achieve the best 
version of themselves.



1) Sharing, commenting or 
“liking” VIVRI® generated 
content; it is very important 
to drive “engagement” with 
each of the different social 
networks on which we have 
a presence. So when you 
like a posting from our 
VIVRI® Facebook page, go 
ahead and “share it” in 
your time line. Feel free to 
do the same with our other 
sites.

2) Share, content 
generated by your own 
experience, either through 
a comment about how 
you feel as a result of the 
products, through a health-
related article that you find 
interesting, or by posting 
a picture that captures a 
special moment, etc.

3) Commenting, or “liking” 
content generated by 
other LIVs™ who are on 
your team or other VIVRI® 
Leaders that you have 
added as friends or that 
you follow on social media.

FUEL YOUR SOCIAL NETWORKS
THESE 3 WAYS

discover 
AND USE
SOCIAL
NETWORKS

like share



SOCIAL NETWORKS THAT YOU CAN USE

Facebook is one of the 
most popular social 
networks around the 
world. With millions of 
users connected to each 

other, it offers great opportunities of 
communication to those who are part 
of this network. The main use of this 
page is to share resources, experiences 
and information with people you already 
know (friends or relatives), but it can also 
be used to meet new people or to create 
a space to maintain a close relationship 
with all your contacts. One of the most 
important features of Facebook is its 
constantly updating, and it is because of 
this that you can, in your profile, instantly 
see the different actions, decisions and 
activities undertaken by your contacts.
In addition, Facebook is a good platform 
to promote your business by giving you 
the opportunity to use your page as an 
advertising channel to create and share 
interesting content for everyone in your 
contact list.

Visit and add a like here: 
www.facebook.com/myvivri

Pinterest is a website in 
the style of a “pinboard” 
that allows you to 
add photos and share 
them with other users 

to create and manage collections of 
themed images such as events, interests 
and hobbies. Users can browse other 
“pinboards” to collect images and “re-
pin” them to their own “pinboards”.

Visit us at: 
www.pinterest.com/myvivri

Twitter is a free social 
networking service that 
allows users to send 
and receive known “mini 
posts” as tweets. Tweets 

consist of simple text or links, no more 
than 280 characters long. After the 
message has been sent, it is displayed 
in the user’s profile and the profiles of 
his/her friends known as “followers”. 
With this simple premise, great success 
is achieved; a cyber “heard it through 
the grapevine” to learn about “the latest 
topics on the web”. Relevant hashtags 
you can use in your tweets and re-
tweets are:  #myvivri, #vivri, #retovivri, 
#vivrichallenge, #shakeme, #powerme, 
#cleanseme, #loveliving, #opportunity, 
#business, #health, etc.

Visit us and follow us at: 
www.twitter.com/myvivri



YouTube is a website 
 dedicated to videos, 
 where ordinary users 
and businesses can 
publish and share 

videos in digital format. Videos uploaded 
to YouTube can be almost any type of 
format. You can also upload a video 
directly from your cell phone. Currently 
millions of users are already using this 
platform.
 
Suscribe and like our videos: 
www.youtube.com/myvivri

Instagram is a free 
app for iPhone or 
Android that lets you 
capture, modify with 
special effects, and 

share photos on social networks like 
Facebook, Twitter, Flickr or Instagram 
itself. We recommend that you add 
hashtags to your Instagram photos 
to make them visible across multiple 
platforms. Relevant hashtags you can 
use in your postings: #myvivri, #vivri, 
#vivrichallenge, #shakeme, #powerme, 
#cleanseme, #loveliving, #opportunity, 
#business, #health, etc.

Follow us at: 
www.instagram.com/myvivri



We are sure that this information will be very useful for your VIVRI® business. 
Remember that it is extremely important to discuss, share and “like” as many 
publications as possible to generate more “engagement” and to promote your business. 

To learn more about social media sites and how to use them, you can go to 
www.google.com and type in questions you may have in the search bar; there is a 
myriad of information online and it is up to you to learn as much as you want.

WhatsApp Messenger is an instant messaging platform for smart 
phones. In addition to sending text messages and making calls, 
users can create their own groups, send pictures, video and audio 
messages to each other. The software is available for iOS, Android, 
Windows Phone, BlackBerry OS and Symbian.

Periscope is a tool that allows you to stream live video to everyone 
(streaming). It notifies live and instantly your followers, who can 
join, comment and send “hearts” in real time. In addition, Periscope 
users can choose to leave their video as public or make it available 
only to certain users. Periscope services are available on mobile app 
and through Twitter.

WordPress is a network that allows you to create your own blog. A 
blog is a website where one or more authors may develop content.
Blogs are also known as weblogs or logbooks. The information is 
updated periodically and, the “posts” appear in chronological order.





ANSWERS TO YOUR



compensation plan, based on their own 
rank, personal volume, and team volume.

How can I enroll a new LIV™ on my 
team?
You just have to ask them to fill out 
and sign an Independent Distribution 
Agreement, either via Internet by 
following the link to your Replicated 
Website or in person at one of our offices.

What is a Smart Start “Enrollment 
Category”?
When you decide to become a LIV™, you 
must review the updated enrollment 
plans with the LIV™ that invited you 
to VIVRI®.  Each type of enrollment is 
designed for a special business focus, 
offering different amounts of product 
and compensation plan bonuses. To 
learn about specific differences, we 
recommend reviewing the VIVRI® & Me 
compensation plan in your Virtual Office.

Can my spouse participate under the 
same contract?
If your spouse is as bright as you are and 
has a big heart like you, he/she will also 
want to help others and sooner or later 
will want to join your business. When 
this happens, we welcome all spouses to 
join under the same agreement, and ask 
you to notify us by sending an e-mail to: 
VIVRI® Customer Service
(livcenter@VIVRI.com).

What is Business Value (BV)?
The Business Value or BV is the VIVRI® 
“currency” that allows us to provide 
equivalent incentives and rewards in 
multiple countries. Each product has 
a specific BV (which is included in the 
price list). All bonuses are paid based 

What is a LIV™?
A LIV™ is a Leader in VIVRI®, a brilliant 
person that enters into an agreement 
with VIVRI® to help others achieve the 
best version of themselves. LIVs™ do 
this by promoting the VIVRI® Challenge / 
Essential Nutrition System (ENS™) and 
in return it generates direct earnings 
from all sales to Customers in person or 
via their Replicated Website, in addition 
to receive cash bonuses and lifestyle 
rewards based on the VIVRI® & Me 

FAQs



on the Business Value you accumulate 
personally and via your VIVRI® team. 
In addition, the minimum qualification 
requirements and monthly bonuses are 
expressed in Business Value.

What are “Ranks”?
The VIVRI® Leadership career offers 
multiple Leadership Ranks. To reach 
each rank and earn its benefits, 
you must meet the requirements 
established by VIVRI® & Me. The three 
basic requirements are divided into: (1) 
Personal Volume: includes all personal 
purchases plus all volume sold directly 
either in person or online via your 
Replicated Website; (2) Active Lines: the 
number of directly sponsored LIVs™ in 
your Level 1; (3) Team Volume: the sum 
of your personal volume plus the volume 
of your organization between the 1st and 
15th levels. All minimums are expressed 
and measured in Business Value (BV).

Where and how can I download the 
compensation plan?

1) Sign in to your Virtual Office through 
    www.VIVRI.com.

2) Click on the top corner in “Leader 
    Login”.

3) Enter your user name and password.

4) Select “My Documents”.

5) Download all VIVRI® & Me documents.

What are the qualification periods?
Each month is divided into two 
qualification and pay periods. The first 
period of each month goes from the 1st 
to the 15th day of the month. The second 
period always runs from the 16th to the 
last day of the month.

When will I receive my bonification 
check?
At VIVRI® we have a dynamic system that 
pays commissions twice a month. Checks 
are normally issued between 5 and 10 
days upon the closing period.

*Visit www.VIVRI.com/bonos to find out 
the current eligible bonuses.

How do I know what Bonuses are offered 
each month?
At VIVRI® we want to create a community 
of people committed to their health 
and the well-being of others, so every 
month we publish attractive bonuses 
on our Facebook page @myVIVRI). We 
recommend that you “like” our page and 



visit it daily so you can constantly see and 
share promotions with your community. 
In addition, we will send you an e-mail 
presenting each month’s bonuses and 
detailing the criteria for qualification; you 
will receive this e-mail during the first 
days of each month.

Is my Leader number the same in all 
countries where VIVRI® operates?
Yes, your LIV™ number is unique and valid 
(along with your Replicated Website) in 
any of the countries in which VIVRI® has a 
presence. This applies to product purchases 
as well as enrollment of other LIVs™.

What is my Replicated Website and how 
do I retrieve my password?

1) Sign in to www.VIVRI.com.

2) Click “Leader Login”.

3) Click “You forgot your password?” You 
will then receive your password by email 
to the address you yourself with.
For more information please review the 
“Virtual Office Tutorial” included in your 
BackOffice.

How I can sell VIVRI® products online?
As a LIV™ you have your very own 
Internet store which allows you to sell 
products in all countries where VIVRI® 
is active. You may take advantage of 
this amazing opportunity that gives you 
virtually unlimited product inventory 
on consignment. VIVRI® takes care of 
inventory, billing and shipping. Simply 
share your Replicated Website link with 
friends, family and acquaintances via 
email or Facebook.

Your link starts with www.VIVRI.com, 
followed by a forward slash and the name 
you selected upon registration.

Example: www.VIVRI.com/JenniferJones. We 
recommend that you personalize your link with 
your First and Last name so that your Customers 
will easily remember and recognize it.

Where can I get more product 
information?
Your Virtual Office contains detailed 
information on each product. You can access 
your Virtual Office via www.VIVRI.com, by 
clicking “Leader Login” at the top corner. 
After entering your Virtual Office with your 



username and password, go to the “My 
Documents” menu. Then, download the 
informative documents.

Can I sell the products below the list 
price?
To ensure fair treatment for the entire 
VIVRI® community, all LIVs™ must 
respect the set prices. This is extremely 
important and anyone who fails to 
oblige will be subject to having his/her 
Independent Distribution Agreement 
cancelled.

What is the expected shipping timetable 
for the products?
If you are not able to pick up your 
products directly from one of our 
distribution centers, we can have them 
shipped to you via express mail. Usually, 
you can expect to receive your order 
within 3 to 6 days in all countries where 
VIVRI® is active.

What are the advantages of Autoship?

We recommend you set a good example 
to your team by activating your Autoship 
as soon as possible. This will give you the 
peace of mind of always having access to 
all the power of the compensation plan 
by being active, besides all the benefits of 
the autoship.

If my Autoship is set for the 2nd half 
of the month, do I still qualify for both 
periods?
Your Autoship activates you on the period 
it is debited from your card and the next 
one.

Does VIVRI® offer a free shipping option?
Yes, VIVRI® is currently offering a 
promotion by which all orders over 
USD$1,000 (US) will receive free shipping. 
It does not apply for Starter Kits (which is 
always the first purchase of all new LIV ™).



Can I open my own retail location to sell 
VIVRI® products?
In VIVRI® you have the option to qualify 
to open a LIV™ Independent Delivery 
Center (IDC) where you can offer VIVRI® 
products. The LIVs™ or customers can 
purchase through Internet at our front 
desk and/or pick up purchases they 
have made online. *Review any current 
promotions with your LIV™ or through 
our Call Center.

Can I publish my testimonial?
Yes, you can post your testimonial as 
long as you share your actual results, 
always speaking honestly and signing 

it as a “LIV™” or “Leader in VIVRI®”. 
For more information and to see 
the guidelines on how to share your 
testimonial, please review our policies 
and procedures in the “My Documents” 
section of your Virtual Office or request 
them from LIV™ Customer Service 
(livcenter@VIVRI.com).

How do I submit my testimonial to 
VIVRI®?
Visit www.VIVRICHALLENGE.com and
tell us your experience!



If I have not made any purchases for a 
while, am I still active?
Please remember how important it is 
for you to always remain active and 
enjoy the VIVRI® Essential Nutrition 
steadily, along with all the benefits this 
provides to you, your team, your family 
and friends. During this exciting process 
you become a role model to follow and 
an inspiration to others in achieving a 
healthy and active lifestyle. You will lose 
your active status if you do not make at 
least one purchase every six months.
If this happens, the system will terminate 
your contract and you will need to 
register again. For this, you will need to 
purchase a new Starter Kit and enroll 
once again as a new member, starting 
your organization from scratch. 

LIV™ Customer Service

   U.S.A.

Direct: 469 317 0868                                 

Free: 1 855 SI VIVRI 
                                   7 4 8 4 8 7 4

   Mexico

Direct: 01 (33) 3621 1565

Free: 01 800 YO VIVRI 
                                     9 6 8 4 8 7 4

e-Mail: livcenter@VIVRI.com



We live in a world in which millions of people harm their health 
every day due to over-eating. This is ironic, given that it in 
underdeveloped countries it is estimated that the population is 
severely affected by malnutrition.

At VIVRI® we want to contribute our grain of sand, extending our 
mission so that everyone in the world has the opportunity to live 
a healthier life. VIVRI® has created the VIVRI® A.C. to support and 
change the lives of people around the world.

Our commitment is clear and straightforward: provide people, 
organizations and institutions the support they need to achieve a 
better life.

We invite you to be a part of this small but great difference that 
improves the lives of those who need it the most, thanks to the  
VIVRI® FOUNDATION.





The income of each VIVRI® Leader depends on his/her skill, effort and individual results. Therefore, VIVRI® cannot guarantee earnings.
VIVRI® products are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease.

www.VIVRI.com info@VIVRI.commyVIVRI


